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Stated Objectives:
TEK # and SE

C.8 Science concepts. The student can quantify the changes that occur during chemical
reactions.
The student is expected to:
C.8D Use the law of conservation of mass to write and balance chemical equations.
Readiness Standard
C.10 Science concepts. The student understands and can apply the factors that influence the
behavior of solutions.
The student is expected to:
C.10H Understand and differentiate among acid-base reactions, precipitation reactions, and
oxidation-reduction reactions.
Readiness Standard
Scientific Process TEKS
C.1 Scientific processes. The student, for at least 40% of instructional time, conducts
laboratory and field investigations using safe, environmentally appropriate, and ethical
practices.
The student is expected to:
C.1A Demonstrate safe practices during laboratory and field investigations, including the
appropriate use of safety showers, eyewash fountains, safety goggles, and fire extinguishers.
C.1B Know specific hazards of chemical substances such as flammability, corrosiveness, and
radioactivity as summarized on the Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS).
C.1C Demonstrate an understanding of the use and conservation of resources and the proper
disposal or recycling of materials.
C.2 Scientific processes. The student uses scientific methods to solve investigative questions.
The student is expected to:
C.2D Distinguish between scientific hypotheses and scientific theories.
C.2E Plan and implement investigative procedures, including asking questions, formulating
testable hypotheses, and selecting equipment and technology, including graphing calculators,
computers and probes, sufficient scientific glassware such as beakers, Erlenmeyer flasks,
pipettes, graduated cylinders, volumetric flasks, safety goggles, and burettes, electronic
balances, and an adequate supply of consumable chemicals.
C.2I Communicate valid conclusions supported by the data through methods such as lab
reports, labeled drawings, graphs, journals, summaries, oral reports, and technology-based
reports.
C.3 Scientific processes. The student uses critical thinking, scientific reasoning, and problem
solving to make informed decisions within and outside the classroom.
The student is expected to:
C.3F Research and describe the history of chemistry and contributions of scientists.

See Instructional Focus Document (IFD) for TEK Specificity

Key
Understandings

The law of conservation of matter governs chemical reactions and is key to balancing
chemical equations.
— What is the relationship between the mass of the reactants and the mass of the
products?
— How are chemical reactions balanced?
— How does a subscript in a chemical formula affect balancing chemical equations?



— How does a coefficient in a chemical formula affect balancing chemical equations?
Three types of chemical reactions are acid-base, precipitation, and oxidation-reduction.
— How are chemical reactions classified?
— What evidence in a chemical equation indicates an acid-base reaction?
— What evidence in a chemical equation indicates a precipitation reaction?
— What evidence in a chemical equation indicates an oxidation reduction-reaction?

Misconceptions None identified

Key Vocabulary law of conservation of mass
law of definite proportions
balanced chemical equation
reactants
products
activity series of metals
synthesis reactions
decomposition reactions
single replacement reactions
double replacement reactions
combustion reactions
acid-base reactions
precipitation reactions
oxidation-reduction reactions
coefficient
phlogiston

Suggested Day
5E Model

Instructional Procedures
(Engage, Explore, Explain, Extend/Elaborate, Evaluate)

Materials, Resources,
Notes

Day 1 Objective:
Classify the 5 types of Chemical Reactions.
Investigate the Law of Conservation of Mass.

Engage/Explore
● Have students read and complete Lavoisier’s Labor Activity over

the Law of Conservations of Mass
● Activity looks at how the Law of Conservation of Mass can be

applied to an antacid tablet in water.

Closing:
Write and illustrate the 5 types of chemical reactions.
State the Law of Conservation of Mass.

● Unit Guide and
Vocabulary

● Lavoisier's Labor
● Lab setup and

materials

Day 2 Objective:
Investigate how to balance a chemical equation

Engage
● Have students complete ‘Jelly Bean Equations’ in groups.
● Complete the first 2 equations as a teacher demo/class

discussion to explain products vs. reactants and that a molecule
CANNOT be changed.

● Monitor students and check each group’s answers before moving
on to the next equation.

● This activity is one of the better ones because it shows students
you can’t add single atoms, only a full molecule.

Can also use virtual labs.

● Jelly Bean
Activity

● Reaction Grid

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1zmlUrypay0oTmcvjhv_kqztPxjoVDEWaaTkRPKOUAFI/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1zmlUrypay0oTmcvjhv_kqztPxjoVDEWaaTkRPKOUAFI/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1CnfEMU1OUf_Y3YMQmOrgurEr4wlINtTfkqvJVpCZHYs/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1abaE-n9Ut1NKyCcdEWlMfaiovfxEP7UiBnx8dUx4VFk/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1abaE-n9Ut1NKyCcdEWlMfaiovfxEP7UiBnx8dUx4VFk/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/195SJTb0MO7o0gXpr8as9h_X2SkpqL6mKr591XciKSxI/edit


Closing:
Balance a given chemical equation.

Day 3 Objective:
Master the skill of balancing chemical equations.

Engage
● Review over the activity from the previous day.

Explain
● Display a chemical reaction on the board and go over all of the

different parts: products, reactants, coefficient, yields, states of
matter abbreviations, etc.

● Use a T-chart to show how to balance chemical equations.
Can also use virtual labs

Closing:
Balance a given chemical equation.

● Powerpoint and
Notes

●

Day 4 Objective:
Differentiate between the 5 main types of reactions.

Engage
● Cut multiple different chemical equations (making sure to have at

least 3 of each type) and have students try to group them based
on how their reactants and products are similar.

Explain
● Create a reactions book of the 5 main types of reactions

(synthesis, decomposition, single replacement, double
replacement, and combustion) using 2 sheets of paper

● For each type of reaction include:
o Definition
o General example
o Chemical example
o Analogy (have students come up with their own)

▪ Describing relationships work well

Closing:
Identify if a reaction is a synthesis, decomposition, single, double
replacement reaction or combustion.

● Powerpoint and
Notes from Day 3

● 2 sheets of paper
per student

●

Day 5 Objective:
Explain how to predict the products of the different types of reactions

Explain/Elaborate
● Predict the products of ALL types of reactions and balance

Closing:
Predict the product for a synthesis and decomposition reaction

●

Day 6 Objective:
Explain how to predict the products of the different types of reactions

Explain/Elaborate
● Predict the products of ALL types of reactions and balance

Closing:

●

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1LTYHNDjg4kqKDf4D9b_GcqIZEnTIpTi2h7QJgGKqYwU/edit#slide=id.p101
https://docs.google.com/document/d/138WemGKdGss7N_1KRjgMBEMqAwxw_JNkGMa7egYhYho/edit


Predict the product for a synthesis and decomposition reaction

Day 7 Objective:
Differentiate between precipitation and acid/base reactions.

Explain/Explore/Engage
● Precipitation and acid/base reactions are both double

replacement reactions.
● Precipitation reactions involve solubility rules.
● Acid/base reactions will result in the production of water and a

salt.

Closing:
Identify if a reaction is precipitation or acid/base.

●

Day 8 Objective:
Observe different types of reactions.

Explore/Elaborate
● Students record observations of different reactions and compare

them
● Use student volunteers to keep students engaged
● For each reaction type, provide students with the reactants and

have students classify what type of reaction occurred as well as
predict the products

The Reactions Demo includes fun reactions to do in front of the class.
Can include some more basic reactions that will make it easier for
students to identify what type of reaction is taking place.

Closing:
Compare the different demos performed.

● Reactions Demo
● Activity Sheet
● https://www.youtu

be.com/watch?v=
0Bt6RPP2ANI

● https://www.yout
ube.com/watch?
v=nsEkKIiOz7Q

Day 9 Objective:
Prepare to demonstrate mastery of unit objectives.

Elaborate
Review for Chemical Equations and Reactions Test

●

Day 10 Objective:
Demonstrate mastery of unit objectives.

Evaluate
Chemical Equations and Reactions Test

●

Accommodations
for Special
Populations

Accommodations for instruction will be provided as stated on each student’s (IEP)
Individual Education Plan for special education, 504, at risk, and ESL/Bilingual.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1FmcueWEli-uWq58J1Li4at3rw_xc9w0uXVdZwboGF08/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1lWS6FsjVPETZWbCbXar71LRB89c8xMrMCkxdQAzxx24/edit
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0Bt6RPP2ANI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0Bt6RPP2ANI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0Bt6RPP2ANI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nsEkKIiOz7Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nsEkKIiOz7Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nsEkKIiOz7Q

